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Log boilers run industry.   Today many boilers in industry like tea production use splited logs to 
produce steam for the process. These systems are often old designs and not modern with very high costs 
for fuel. They are labor intense and efficiency is not very good. Environmentally they are far from a good 
solution. There is large room for improvements and to get huge cost savings. Total efficiency in fuel cycle 
its possible less 50% in many cases as boilers can not be operated in a good way. One very large 
problem is the high moisture content in logs used as fuel It is normally over 30 % and in some cases 
60%. One other problem is that when logs are loaded into boiler doors are open and boiler get very cold 
by airflow. Boiler design is over 150 years old and for sure far from modern. This new solution use old 
boilers but reduce problems a lot and save large amounts of fuel and energy. It is also much more 
automatic and save staff from very hard work. It is a good step ahead to earn more money and improve 
production.

Key advantages of the improved process are.
* Substantially reduced fuel costs, less wood is needed for a large improvement in efficiency
* Lower emissions as combustion and flue gases get cleaner
* Less CO2 emissions from production for better green production
* Shorter time to dry wood to get moisture content much lower that today = less costs for ware house
* Reduced staff is lower costs and these who work have a better work than today
* No reason to cut logs in short pieces and to split all logs in 2 pieces and store for up to 6 months

The solution step by step in short
* 1 Logs arrive to factory and here they can have any shape diameter or length. Preferable by truck and if 

stored for some time preferable under a roof in piles with a drying airflow by wind. Beside logs we can use 
branches and sticks up to large roots and remaining from house construction as fuel

* 2 Logs are chipped in a rotating chipper direct at arrival to wood chips 10-30 mm in size. Chipper handle 
3-6 ton wood / hour and can be loaded with large logs directly.

* 3 Wood ships are stored in a short time silo for some days or less. This is needed to balance and 
equalise flow over time and nights when staff is at home..

* 4 Wood chips pass a rotating dryer system with hot air flow to get dried from 50-60 % moisture to 10-20%
* 5 Chips are stored in a short time equaliser silo kept hot all time
* 6 Wood chips are added into a wood chip burner system where output is a powerful flame of 2-8 MW in 

energy output
* 7 The fire flame is sent through the door of the boiler and the heat is absorbed in the old boiler. Old boiler 

and other parts are not changed in any way.
* 8 Ash is automatically removed out of burner and used as fertiliser in fields

In following pages we show all in details and what it looks like.
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*1 Logprocess at arrival.  Logs are directly processed in a wood chipper with a capacity of 3-6 ton logs / 
hour and processed to wood chips. Sizes are from 50 mm and down to sawdust. Fuel can be made from 
logs as today but also branches and roots and even socks with leaves. All pass chipper and is fragmented 
into small pieces. Typical output is a band conveyor and it can be directed to a silo with roof or truck bring it 
to piles under a roof to keep dry.

* 2 Storage of wood chips.  It is practical mohave 
a smaller storage where a few days production is 
stored to equalise production flow and needs for 
boilers. Chips shall be stored dry protected to rain 
and on a cement floor. In silos we can arrange a 
flow of dry air from beneath and up to start to dry 
out all water in the tree. When cut trees often have 
60% water moisture content than shall be reduced.

*3  Chip dryer system.   This is based 
on a rotating dryer with airflow of hot 
dry air. The chips is inside drier up to 2 
hours and here it is rotated and mixed 
while hot air dry all out. Air temperature 
is 200-250C and this can come from 
possible sources. One solution is a 
heat exchanger at boiler chimney. One 
a separate pellet burner with hot air 
output of about 250C. Rotating drum is 
about 2 meter in diameter and 20-25 
meter long. When chips comes out 
moisture content is between 10-20% so 
most water is removed.

*4 Storage of dry wood chips.  After drier it is 
practical to have a storage silo for some hours / 1 
day production to balance variations. 
Here it is smart to have insulation so chips keeps 
high temperature as much as possible. 
Temperature continue process to remove moisture 
a bit extra and how chips burn easier and keeps 
energy to burner. All that adds efficiency helps a bit 
extra.
Airflow with a little hot air is a good idea here if it 
pour from bottom and up.
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*5 Wood chip burner This is a key 
component and it is added in front of old 
boiler. Flame that is several meter long 
pass through the old doors where system 
is installed. Old boiler takes care of flame 
and its energy content and generate 
steam as earlier.
Chip burner is an advanced high 
efficiency design with a moving grate and 
automatic ash removal system. Fuel is 
added by a screw conveyor in a small 
storage where fuel is used to correct 
flame size. System is PLC controlled and 
have a 100% automatic operation and is 
regulated in energy output. Output is 
controlled by the pressure of the boiler to 
stabilise its output. System is sealed so 
there is no cold airflow when system get 
fuel as old boilers so cold storms are 
avoided.
This system have a very short start up 
time so boilers can save a lot of time when they are restarted 
after maintenance. Power levels are from 1 MW to 8 MW 
output to cover all boilers in tea industry etc.

Burners use wood chips but can also use fuel as saw dust, 
pellets , briquettes etc. Old boilers can normally not use this 
type of biomes so this opens for savings in cost and 
availability.

Optional bio mass boiler with modern performance

Old boilers have a life end and if close it is better to change boiler as well. This modern design have a 
better efficiency than old marine boilers used since 100 years or more. They are also saving a lot of wood 
and have better flue gas cleaning. They are also much cheaper in costs so we are happy to make an offer 
for you. Pls ask us for a separate paper of these boiler solution ?
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